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STOCK# LENGTH PCS/BOX
093X-V 10'  20

Trim-Tex® Fire Rated 093V Expansion is a composite 
control joint with intumescent tape factory applied to the 
back side of the control joint. Fire Rated 093V Expansion 
has been tested according to UL-2079 “Test for Fire 
Resistance of Building Joint Systems” and is used to relieve 
stresses of expansion and contraction of drywall interior 
partitions or ceil-ings running in a horizontal or vertical 
direction in both metal or wood framing on one side or both 
sides of the wall. Fire Rated 093V Expansion is pink in 
color to quickly indicate fire rated materials and features a 
co-extruded flexible PVC center that is designed to provide 
a full 3/8" of protection against the stresses of expansion 
and contraction.

FIRE RATED 093V EXPANSION

Before installation, ensure that the wall is built to outlined 
specifications for XHBN.WW-D-0172 in the UL directory. 

Step 1. Measure and cut the bead to length. Dry fit to test 
proper cut.
Step 2. Spray the bead and edge of drywall with 1 coat 
each of Trim-Tex 847 Spray Adhesive and position the bead 
into place.

Step 3. Once in position, pressure the leg using a Trim-Tex 
installation tool or the handle of your taping knife. 

Step 4. Staple the mud leg into place every 6"-8" with 1/2" 
staples. Mud as usual. Be sure to use All-Purpose or 
Multi-Purpose Compound. Add Mud-Max to your drywall 
compound for extra durability.

Step 5: Remove protective strips before sanding. Prime and 
paint as usual.

Installation Instructions
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